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Abstract—Object oriented programming language integrated with first class query constructs has rise level of abstraction 
allowing the programmer to efficiently operate on different data source .These operations provide optimal query execution 
over the data stored in different data sources like collections, database, and primitive and non primitive data structures. 
However, when some program code is re-executed query within the code is re-executed as a new query increasing the 
potential time of execution. The system propose in this paper cache’s this data onto a collection on local system decreasing 
the time required for requesting, processing and fetching of data from server. Pattern matching of existing and the re-
evaluated query is performed at complete time. System has incorporated different cache replacement algorithms which 
replaces the query within the local cache memory whenever the cache memory is full. Experimental evaluation shows the 
changes in the performance of execution drastically  
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I. INTRODUCTION  
 
Object oriented programming language consist of 
query constructs which allows the programmers to 
manipulate code writing skills. however when the 
programmer re-execute the program same data is 
processed involving data request ,data processes ,data 
fetch and data display this leads to increase in 
execution time . for overcoming this issues ,the 
system has propose a cache component with the 
program code which will cache the query string and 
store it temporally on the collection .when the same 
request is made for the next time for this 
programming code the data is served from the cache 
memory instead of the database. This may lead to 
save some execution time as the data is saved locally.  
Following areas are addressed for implementation of 
the system:  
 

1. How to get the query string from the 
programming code.  

2. How to calculate the cost , frequency and 
time for the query execution  

3. What all data is to be caches  
4. What different strategies are implemented 

for applying the caching operations  
5. What will be the impact of caching on 

performances  
The framework proposed will spare the cost for 
control of the in query data as it will reduce the time 
required for data request, processed and retrieval 
operations. Additionally, system a proposed frees the 
developer from manually thinking and writing the 
programming code by automating the process. Also 
the framework demonstrates the time of execution so 
the correlation between various approaches can be 
easily studied. Perceiving designs process 
programming code at compile time and gets errors 
there itself.  

The rest of the paper is organized in the following 
manner .Section II presents the related work which is 
done on caching and the approaches for object 
queries in code. Section III shows the motivation 
behind the work. Section IV discusses the verity of 
approach for caching the data, cache replacement 
policies are describe in this section. Section V shows 
the execution assessment of this work. Section VI 
gives conclusions and bearings to future examination.  
 
II. EXISTING SYSTEM AND RELATED WORK  
 
This section describes the existing system approach 
of caching policies and object queries in 
programming codes  
Object oriented programming language comprises of 
first class query construct .this query construct are 
been developed for various language like LINQ [10] 
in C# , JQL [18]in Java and Python [13] 
respectively.JQL Determines Always cache and 
Query/Update ratio[6] , [9] ,[14] , [15] ,[16] ,[19] to 
determine whether to cache data or not. Always cache 
caches the query irrespective of the cost, frequency 
and time while Query/Update ratio cache the result 
with respect to cost, frequency and time. Moreover 
JQL fails in implementing the cache replacement 
policies.  
Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) [7] has been 
used to cache queries [3], [19]. AspectJ [8] is an 
aspect-oriented environment that provides the AOP 
constructs and set of tools for aspects written in Java. 
Further, AspectJ provides support for capturing 
method calls and executions, read and write access to 
fields. 
Auto web cache [3] is middleware solution for storing 
the dynamic data. This approach caches the web page 
dynamically in the front end and also manages the 
data in background. But this query cache every query 
on cache hit as well as miss. Also this caching 
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operation does not involve cache replacement 
policies. 
The [9] operation proposed recognize the costly 
calculations and looks after them. This approach 
however does not select the cache data effectively; 
moreover this approach does not have cache 
replacement policy. 
An automatic incrementalization approach for data 
structure invariant checks has also been proposed 
[16]. This approach is implemented in Java language. 
It increases the invariant checks by re-checking only 
the changed parts of the data structure. 
The elimination method propose [4] projects in 
removing the query that require the maintenance in 
update .As the data is continuously influence on 
database there is no need to cache the results, This 
continuous change is identified by the elimination 
method however this operation is done for all queries 
so extra efforts are require for maintain the cache 
memory. 
The use of caching in an Accessible Business Rules 
(ABR) framework for IBMs Websphere [5] has also 
been demonstrated. The cache significantly reduces 
the number of queries to databases by saving results 
locally. 
Static, dynamic, and hybrid caching policies proposed 
in[12] incorporate both query cost and query 
frequency into the caching policies. Cache 
replacement policies such as least costly used and 
least frequently used were also proposed. The major 
limitation of the proposed approach in [12] is that it 
does not handle the incremental maintenance of 
cached results. Additionally, the proposed caching 
policies do not consider the cost impact of updates 
affecting the cached results. 
 
III. MOTIVATION 
 
Programming language integrated the feature of 
object oriented queries help programmers to deal with 
the code effectively. Consider a collection of student 
and teachers [20] in a college. Consider the object 
query that fetches the teaching faculty who are 
student i.e. teaching assistant. 
Code 1 demonstrates nested loop logic for 
determining teaching assistant. 
 
Code1(nested loop upon collection)  

For(Student s:student){ 
For(Teacher t:teacher){ 

If(s.name.equals(t.name)){
 TAs.add(s.name); 

} 
} 

} 
 
Code 2 demonstrate the corresponding same code 
determining teacher assistant. 

Code2(Object query) 
var TAs= from s in student  

join t in teacher 
on s.name equals t.name 
select new{s.name}; 

 
(Note: Code2 is written in C# language using linq query) 

 
The Code2 consist of object queries written in C# 
language using visual studio framework. These 
queries uses query optimization strategy and execute 
the operation optimally using hash join and sort join 
operation 
Here, in the above demonstration, TAs need to 
compute frequently [20] .This process may happen 
every month or every semester depending upon 
college .Moreover, there are updated in student and 
teachers record as new admission are taken every 
year and students get graduated ,also new faculties 
are added for the job and also teachers quit the job. 
In both the style data is manipulated differently .In 
code1 style of development nested loop every time 
has to be [20] iterated whenever there is requirement 
of TAs list. While in code2 style we can save 
execution time by caching the result. However we 
have to manage the overhead of maintenance of cache 
memory .therefore we need to determine efficient and 
effective policy to handle cache result 
 
IV. APPORACH 
 
For caching the query data so the future request must 
be served faster system need to incorporates different 
policies, so the following section will give the 
description of whole process 
 
A.  Recognition of query pattern 
For the recognition of query pattern instead of writing 
the query directly the developer need to pass the 
query to the method .this method gets the query as an 
argument and convert it into a query string, this string 
is then filter by the regular expression which point 
out the schema and table name from the query string. 
After all this operations the method return the array 
of string which has the set of schema use in the query 
string 

 
var schema=method(Object query); String[] 
method(){ 

String pattern= @"\[(.*?)\]"; 
var matches = Regex.Matches(sql, 
pattern); 

 
foreach (Match m in matches) 

{ 
list.Add("" + m.Groups[1]); 
} 

Return list; 
} 
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The following is the architecture that represents the 
whole process how the query is extracted from the 
coed and is cached 
 

 
Figure 1: Architecture of caching object query onto collection 
 
B.  Recognition of update patterns 
There are three types of update that can occur in 
collection and they are specified as follows 

1) Add update: 
The pattern of adding the object includes the 
operation like ‘collection. add(Object)’ or 
‘collection. add all(elements)’.System can 
recognize the update operation by scanning the 
code for finding this operation. 
 
2) Remove update: 
The pattern of remove operation includes the 
operations like ‘collection. remove(Object)’ or 
‘iterator. remove();’. System can recognize the 
update operation by scanning the code for finding 
this operation 
 
3) Modification: 
The pattern of modification operation includes the 
operations like ‘object. field= new value’ or ‘list. 
set(int index, object new value );’. System can 
recognize the update operation by scanning the 
code for finding this operation. 

C.  Query cost, Frequency and time 
The query cost, frequency and time are the unit of 
measurement for the mathematical formulations that 
demonstrate the effectiveness of each policies for 
caching. 
Cost: cost is the size of the query i.e. after conversion 
into a list which is having the set of schemas and 
table name, size of the list determines the cost of the 
query. 
Frequency: frequency specifies the number of times 

the query is called while the operation is processed. 
Time: time specified include the time to send the 
request plus the time to processes the query plus the 
time to fetch the result and the time to store and 
display the result. 
 
D. Cache replacement policies 
Once the cache memory is full we need to replace the 
least priority data to use the cache memory 
efficiently. Here, system needs to select victim query 
[20] for replacement operation. For the selection of 
the least prioritize data system use following 
operations. 
 

1) Least frequently query(LFQ): 
Here, a value count specified, which calculates the 
number of times the query is executed. This value 
referred as the frequency.[20] This value is 
calculated for every query which is in the cache 
memory and the one which is having the least 
frequency is selected as a victim query and is 
replace by the existing query. 

 
Where, VLFQ stand for least frequency query and 
qf stands for query frequency. 

 
2) Least costly query(LCQ): 
Here, a value count specified, which is calculated 
by counting number of elements present in a list is 
specified. This value is referred as the cost. . This 
value is calculated for every query which is in the 
cache memory and the one which is having the 
least cost is selected as a victim query and is 
replace by the existing query. 

 
Where, VLCQ stand for least cost query and qc 
stands for query cost. 

 
3) Least time for query evaluation(LTQ): 
Here, a value time specified, which is calculated 
by counting the time required for request, process, 
fetch and display data. This value is referred as 
the time of evaluation . This value is calculated 
for every query which is in the cache memory and 
the one which is having the least cost is selected 
as a victim query and is replace by the existing 
query. 

 
Where, VLTQ stand for least time for query 

evolution and tq stands for query time evaluation. 
 
4) Least time and frequency ratio(LFT): 
Here, the combination of time and frequency is 
applied 
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Where: 
tmu is Maintenance time for update  
tq is Query cache + evaluation 
nu is no. of update 
qf is query frequency 

 
5) High maintenance time only(HMT) 
Here, the ratio of the highest time for maintenance of 
update and query evaluation time,[20] therefore the 
high maintenance overhead is query is replace 

 
 
Where: 
tmu is Maintenance time for update  
Tq is Query cache + evaluation 

 
6) High update cost ratio(HUC) 
Here, the ratio of the highest cost is selected as a 
victim query, this is calculated by the ratio of total 
cost for update operation verses cost of query 

 
Where, 
Uc is the cost of update  
qc cost of query 

 
7) High frequency and cost ratio (HUFC) 
Here, the ratio of highest cost and frequency is 
selected as a victim query . 

 
Where, 
Uc is the cost of update.  
qc cost of query . 
nu is no. of update.  
qf is query frequency 

 
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION  
 
 High Speed: 

Frequently access data is store in cache due to 
this high speed is achieved with fast data rate 
for transfer  

 Accuracy: 
The architecture satisfies well-organized and 
competent way of storing and retrieval of data. 
So accuracy is perceived within the system  

 Efficiency: Due to maximum productivity from 
the cache and minimum wastage of expenses and 
efforts, efficiency is improved  

 
Cost effective access to data while utilization can 
affect the performance in the process of exchanging 
information. Cryptography may lead to degrade the 
performance, so overcoming this issue is an 
important task, caching is the solution that is most 
convent for improvement over the slowing down 

issues of the system. Caching is the important 
component that stores some popularly use data so that 
in future use might be effective, this improvement is 
in the sense of minimizing the access to the database 
system.. This may improve the speed of 
accomplishing task or any fulfillment of any process. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, proposed system shows different 
caching mechanism of object queries on collection to 
save the execution time. Identification of the query at 
the compile time is done for pattern matching and 
caching is done. Also cache replacement policies are 
implemented. All this efforts are taken to save the 
execution time for query manipulation. 
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